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Intelligence

Crash course in crabbing spawns a
budding tourism business that fosters
inclusiveness

17 January 2023
By Jodi Helmer

Popular Airbnb experience Casual Crabbing with Tia is more
than just a side hustle – for founder Tia Clark, it’s about
representation, education and building connections to food
sources

Tia Clark stands on the dock at Brittlebank Park, the heels of her rubber boots together, toes pointed outward,
with a blue crab nestled in the “V” between her feet. As she reaches down to pick up the crab, Clark explains
how to hold it without getting pinched – just one of the lessons guests will learn during a hands-on
experience at Casual Crabbing with Tia (https://www.casualcrabbingwithtia.com/about).

Clark started hosting small groups on the dock in 2018, introducing them to the Callinectes sapidus (blue
crabs) that are plentiful in the brackish waters of the Ashley River in Charleston, South Carolina.

During the two-and-a-half hour experiences, guests learn how to hold crabs, tell the difference between
males and females, throw a cast net, pull traps and string lines and break down legal catch. Some guests
take their crabs home on ice and others take them to Charleston Crab House, where the chef prepares them
for supper. Everyone leaves with a better understanding of the crabbing industry and ocean-to-table seafood.

(https://www.globalseafood.org)

https://www.casualcrabbingwithtia.com/about
https://www.globalseafood.org/
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“Taking other people crabbing is exceptional,” Clark says. “It’s like reliving my �rst day [of crabbing] over and
over again.”

For Tia Clark, the Casual Crabbing with Tia Airbnb experience is no side hustle – it’s about representation,
education and connections. Photos by Jodi Helmer.
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Shell�sh farm tours and experiences are gaining popularity with tourism bureaus launching “oyster trails” to
promote mariculture adventures from coast to coast. A recent Boston Globe article
(https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/09/15/lifestyle/both-coasts-oyster-tours-are-new-wine-tours/) called
oyster tours “the new wine tours” that attract guests eager to learn about shell�sh habitat, production and
tasting.

With blue crab populations hitting historic lows (https://dnr.maryland.gov/�sheries/pages/blue-
crab/dredge.aspx) in the Chesapeake Bay, hundreds of miles north of the South Carolina, Clark hopes that
educating guests about the role the critters play in the ecosystem and the importance of sustainable
harvesting can help preserve their populations.

Clark might operate a thriving shell�sh tourism experience that’s lauded as one of the most popular Airbnb
Experiences (https://www.airbnb.com/s/experiences?
c=.pi0.pk9835339438_113255333253&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-
oqdBhDfARIsAO0TrGERQfeQ0mf2aOtWU8FliIyBNrhpaJp9xLWCuMDvOD2VCTO73WCAYpsaAmUGEALw_wcB)
in the world, but the Charleston, South Carolina, native admits that she wasn’t always knowledgeable about
shell�sh or the crabbing industry.

Catching crab fever

Growing up in the Geechee culture in coastal South Carolina, Clark says crabs were a mainstay in her diet
and the centerpiece of family celebrations. But she only knew how to cook crabs, not how to catch them. In
fact, Clark, 43, only started crabbing six years ago.

In 2017, a cousin took her crabbing at a park near the downtown Charleston neighborhood where she grew
up and she quickly fell in love with being near the water and the rhythmic nature of tossing cast nets and
pulling traps.

“We immediately started catching these big crabs and my head was exploding because … all the food that
I’ve grown up eating was right there in my hands,” Clark said. “I was so stoked to be going home to eat those
crabs. After that I started crabbing every day.”

Despite late shifts working in a local dive bar, Clark never missed a morning on the dock. She shared photos
of her crabbing trips on Facebook and friends asked to tag along – but she wasn’t interested in having
company (or building a company) so she often declined the requests.

In 2018, a friend sent her a link to a new Facebook page, Casual Crabbing with Tia
(https://www.facebook.com/thecasualcrabber). The page, established to encourage Clark to turn her
passion into a business, had the intended effect: Clark started receiving messages from followers who
wanted to go crabbing and she eventually acquiesced. Another friend told her about the new Airbnb
Experiences platform that hosted activities led by local experts, and encouraged her to post her crabbing
experience.

“I was like, ‘I’m not doing that’ and my wife started typing up the application,” she said. “Airbnb accepted it
within a week and I hosted my �rst group from the Airbnb platform in July 2018.”

Since then, thousands of guests have stood alongside Clark on the dock, holding crabs and pulling traps,
often for the �rst time. Casual Crabbing with Tia was named one of the top Airbnb Experiences in the world,
and while Clark appreciates the accolades, she is more focused on educating guests than earning �ve-star
reviews (although she has more than 600 of those).

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/09/15/lifestyle/both-coasts-oyster-tours-are-new-wine-tours/
https://dnr.maryland.gov/fisheries/pages/blue-crab/dredge.aspx
https://www.airbnb.com/s/experiences?c=.pi0.pk9835339438_113255333253&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-oqdBhDfARIsAO0TrGERQfeQ0mf2aOtWU8FliIyBNrhpaJp9xLWCuMDvOD2VCTO73WCAYpsaAmUGEALw_wcB
https://www.facebook.com/thecasualcrabber
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Tia Clark’s leg tattoo is a life-sized image of a blue crab.

It’s

like reliving my �rst day [of crabbing] over and over

again.
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Casting a wide net
While Clark believes that everyone should learn about where their seafood comes from, she is especially
passionate about providing experiences for guests who might not otherwise try catching shell�sh.

Clark is a member of Minorities in Aquaculture (https://www.mianpo.org/), an organization founded by
Maryland oyster farmer Imani Black, to “bridge the gap between minority women and sustainable seafood”
to promote a more diverse and inclusive industry.

The �rst time she attended a climate change conference for women in Seattle was also the �rst time she
had been in a room where there were only other women. She started doing public speaking events and

Tia Clark and one of her co-hosts, Art Perry. “Representation is so important [because] there’s a whole world
of women that want to get to the water but they just don’t feel comfortable [doing so],” says Clark.

https://www.mianpo.org/
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remembers a woman in a tackle shop who was in tears because she never allowed herself to take a �shing
pole or crab traps and head to the water.

“Representation is so important [because] there’s a whole world of women that want to get to the water but
they just don’t feel comfortable [doing so],” she said.

On the dock, curious onlookers often walk past Clark and head straight to her employee, Art Perry, to ask
questions or talk shop. Those experiences remind Clark that introducing others to crabbing and promoting
the idea that access to the water and its resources should be open to all is vital.

Hosting on-the-water experiences is one way Clark hopes to change the conversation about catching and
eating fresh seafood.

“Every day I get to watch other people see the life that’s in the water and look at the water differently than
they did when they got here,” she said. “It’s hard to not have a good time in this environment.”

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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